


1.Wing       2.Stabilizer      3.Canopy Cover       4.Fuselage and rudder 

1.Vertical tail pushrod
2.Elevator tail pushrod
3.Wing pushrod
4.fixed carbon rod 

5.The screw of canopy cover 
6.Wing Fixed screw 
7.Elevator fixed screw
8.Y harness

1.Elevator and the relevant screw 2.Install elevator on plastic plat of fuselage 
with screw by screwdriver.

Fuselage length: 995mm (39.2 in.)
Wingspan: 812mm (32 in.)
Flying Weight: 189--199g (with battery)
UBEC: 3 Amp
Servo: 3.7g micro servo * 4pcs 
Radio: 4/more channel
Battery: 2S 250-400mAh 

DLG-1000 DLG-1000

Item no.: 0880009
1.Easy installation,there is nothing but only need to install the vertical wing fences.
2.The spinner part and gripper have been used the perfect anti-resistance design.
3.The good and safe design of servo location.
4.Good thermal dissipation design for the fuselage and motor.
5.The canopy use plastic clip design,it’s easy to destuffing and the battery equipment,
    etc are not easy to throw away.
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3.Elevator Wire length 90MM, 3.7G 
   Servo and accessories.

4.Insert and screw the servo into the slot
   on fuselage by screwdriver.

5.Elevator tail pushrod

6.Cross the pushrod into carbon tail rod and install it on the adjuster and elevator 
    servo horn, then fixed with screw, and make sure to keep the rudder in the same 
    horizontal line.

7.Elevator Wire Length 80MM,3.7g servo and 
   accessories

8.Put the servo into the slot on fuselage,and fixed with screw.

9.Rudder pushrod

10.Cross the pushrod into carbon tail rod of fuselage and install it on the adjuster 
      and rudder servo horn, then fixed with screw,and make sure to keep the rudder 
      in the same horizontal line.

11.Aileron servo wire length 330mm, 3.7g 
      servo and accessories

12.Screw the left and right servo arm 
      by screwdriver 
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13.Glue the aileron servo 14.Seal the routing place with transparent 
      tape.

15.Aileron pushrod 16.Connect the servo to aileron pushrod 
      and fixed with screw by screwdriver.

17.Aileron connection as picture. 18.Cross the aileron servo into the routing 
      hole of fuselage.

19.Wing fixed screw 20.Tighten the screw by screwdriver after 
      wing installed

21.Y Harness 22.Connect the aileron servo wire to 
      Y harness

23.Receiver 24.Insert all servo wires into the receiver

25.3A UBEC

26.Connect the receiver to the UBEC 27.Place in order after the equipment 
      connection
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28.Lipo battery 2S 350MAH

29.Lock the plastic canopy cover with screw after the equipment connection

30.Throwing carbon rod

31.Reserve two mounting holes on left and right 
      wing tip, consumers can choose the suitable 
      hole they think, then bond with glue

32.The suggested installing way for your reference.
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Item No.088701-Wingspan

Item No.088704-Fuselage

Item No.088703-Horizontal stabilizer

Item No.088702-Vertical stabilizer

Item No.088710-3A UBEC

Item No.088711-350mah  7.4V  lipo20c Battery
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Item No.088707-3.7g Servo 220mm

Item No.088708-3.7g Servo 90mm 

Item No.088709-3.7g Servo 80mm

Item No.088706-PP decal

Item No.088705-Accessory pack
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